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Abstract 

The binuclear complexes [Mo(CO)&(bpym) (I), [Re(CO)$l],(bpym) (II), and [[Cu(PPh,),],- 
(bpym)12+ (III) were subjected to one- and (for I, III) two-electron reduction, and the products studied 
in situ by UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy. The spectra were assigned in terms of a simple Hiickel molecular 
orbital scheme, in which the reduction orbital is ligand s(7), related to r(7) of biphenyl, the transition 
~(6) -+ n(7) moves to lower energy on successive reduction, and bands observed in the near IR-visible 
region are due to transitions from r(7) to higher unoccupied orbitals. Detailed assignments are directly 
related to those of other singly and doubly reduced azabiphenyls; the bpym dianion has been char- 
acterized for the first time. 

Introduction 

Homo- and heterobinuclear transition-metal complexes of 2,2’-bipyrimidine 
(bpym) have received increasing attention in recent years [l]. Because bpym can act 
as a doubly bidentate, bridging ligand with delocalized s bonding it combines the 
chelating properties of ligands such as 2,2’-bipyridine with the bridging function of 
ligands such as the 1,Cdiazines [2]. 
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Overton and Connor [Id] prepared mono- and heterobinuclear d6 metal carbonyl 
complexes (CO),Mo-bpym-M(CO), (M = Cr, MO, W) and reported their electro- 
chemical reduction but did not characterize the products. We report here spectro- 
electrochemical studies of singly and doubly reduced homobinuclear complexes of 

Mo(CO),, Cu(PPh) : , and Re(CO),Cl with bpym and compare them with the 
known anion radical of bpym itself [3]. In contrast to binuclear bpym complexes of 

Ru(bpy) z* + [la,k] the other ligands of the MO’, Cu’ and Re’ fragments do not give 
rise to additional low-energy transitions. 

Experimental 

Materials 
The complexes were prepared as described previously [lhj,4]. “Spectral” grade 

dimethylformamide (DMF) as purchased from BDH was stored over molecular 
sieves. Tetra-n-butylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TBABF,) was prepared from the 
aqueous acid and hydroxide, recrystallized twice from ethyl acetate/pentane, and 
washed repeatedly with water. 

Instrumentation 
Cyclic voltammetry was performed under argon in a Metrohm cell equipped with 

the cross-section of a 0.1 mm diameter platinum wire as working electrode and a 5 
mm length of similar platinum wire as counter-electrode, using a PAR 173 potentio- 
stat and 175 signal generator, results being recorded on a JJ X-Y recorder, Model 
151 ( the same potentiostat was then used for controlled potential electrolysis in the 
spectroelectrochemistry experiments). The reference electrode was Ag/O.Ol M 
AgNO, + 0.09 M TBABF,, but potentials are referred to the ferrocene/ 
ferrocenium+ potential obtained under identical conditions. Solutions were 0.005 M 
for cyclic voltammetry and 0.001 M for spectroelectrochemistry; for both type of 
study 0.1 A4 TBABF, was used as supporting electrolyte. The Cu complex III was 
examined in the presence of 0.01 M triphenylphosphine to suppress solvolysis. The 
spectra of the reduced species were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9 
UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer. Controlled potential reduction for spectroelectro- 
chemistry was carried out in a special 1 mm path quartz cell with platinum gauze 
working electrode, as described elsewhere [5]. 

Results and discussion 

Electrochemistry 
The reduction potentials of the binuclear bpym complexes in DMF solution are 

collected in Table 1; similar values were reported in other solvents [lhj,4]. All 
reductions were reversible one-electron processes except the second reduction of the 
Re’ complex and of free bpym. However, the oxidation potentials of the compounds 
could not be determined because of chemical irreversibility. As shown in Table 1, 
the differences between first and second reductions are only slightly different in the 
three complexes and are close to the free ligand value. We assign these reductions as 
ligand-based, the redox active orbital being r(7), the lowest 1z* orbital of bpym (b,, 
in idealized D2,, symmetry [lh,7], which we use for spectroscopic labeling despite 
cis/trans isomerism of II [li,4] in solution and intramolecular distortion of III, at 
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Fig. 2. Orbital scheme of bpym-. 

additional negative charge, then MLCT [t,, + 7r(7)] should be raised by a one-elec- 
tron ligand-based reduction by some 0.46 V or 3700 cm-‘. In addition, the intensity 
should be halved; for these two reasons, the MLCT band cannot be separately 
resolved from the other bands present in the reduced species. 

The doubly reduced complex 112- could not be generated because of rapid loss 
of halide ions [4]. The very slow halide dissociation [3] in the singly reduced form 
III is due to small LUMO orbital coefficients at the coordination centers of bpym 
[S]. Free [bpym12- could not be observed owing to dimerization of the anion radical 
[12]. [Bpym]‘- is of interest as a ligand, however, in view of its interesting resonance 
structure. This combines the properties of a 1,Zdiaminoethylene grouping with 
those of a quinoid delocalized system. 

Coordinative stabilization of [bpym]*- occurs in doubly reduced complexes 12- 
and 1112-. In such complexes n(7) is full; by analogy with such species as doubly 
reduced bipyridyl [6] and doubly reduced diquat [12], we can assign the band with 
vibrational structure at around 25,000 cm-’ to s(7) --, ~(10) of the ligand. As in 
these other cases, ~(7) --, a(9) is symmetry-allowed but for well-understood reasons 
[6,12] is too weak for us to observe. 

The rather small spectral differences among the singly and doubly reduced 
complexes confirm the ligand-localization of the added electrons. The not very 
pronounced hypsochromic shift in the series [bpym]-; III-; 1-I II-; reflects the 
stabilization of s(7) by metal centers, especially by Re(CO),Cl [4]. Even in those 
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cases where ESR spectra are not immediately conclusive on account of insufficient 
resolution [4], as well as in the diamagnetic dianions, the spectroelectrochemical 
data can thus help to clarify the electronic structure of related reduced species 
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